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In 2003, when a mysterious ancient chamber was unearthed beneath the Romanian Sphinx in the
Bucegi Mountains, it became a state secret of the highest level for Romania and their new partner,
the United States, whose advanced technology enabled the discovery to take place. The primary
custodial agency of this remarkable chamber full of holographic technology is Department Zero, a
secret service unit that answers only to the Romanian president. Ever since, there has been a
continuous and persistent effort by certain Romanian and American factions to undermine the
authority of Department Zero in order to gain access to and control this technology.The Secret
Parchment вЂ” Five Tibetan Initiation Techniques tells the story of the detailed political intrigues
behind this remarkable find and also how these matters have been subject to intervention by
superior spiritual forces, one of which concerns the arranged discovery of an ancient Tibetan
manuscript which is revealed and explained in this book.After the ancient manuscript is translated,
a mysteri- ous antenna-like structure reveals itself as a result of melting ice near a secret American
base in Antarctica. Acting as some sort of cosmic buoy, it has an energy signature connecting both
to Jupiter's moon, Europa, and an area of Transylvania where the remains of an ancient civilization
were uncovered in 1990 amidst vast tunnels of solid gold. Long ago classified as the top state
secret of Romania, this location becomes the center of intrigue in and around Department Zero.
Although not actually penetrating the underground area itself, Peter Moon visits the general area
and determines that this ancient civilization is still very much alive and active.
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The Lost Civilization Enigma A New Inquiry Into the Existence of Ancient Cities, Cultures, and
Peoples Who Pre-Date Recorded History, Philip Coppens, 2012, Body, Mind & Spirit, 319 pages.
Presents a discussion on lost ancient civilizations which may have existed in Europe, the Americas,
and Asia several thousand years before recorded history..

Spandau Mystery , Peter Moon, Feb 1, 2007, Fiction, 352 pages. This is a remarkable look into the
intrigue surrounding the mysterious death of Rudolph Hess and why hundreds of millions of
pounds a year were spent to keep him from having.

HAARP The Ultimate Weapon of the Conspiracy, Jerry E. Smith, 1998, Body, Mind & Spirit, 245
pages. "Appendix: Bernard Eastlund's 1987 patent": p. 245-[256]..

Montauk Revisited Adventures in Synchronicity, Preston B. Nichols, Peter Moon, 1994, History, 249
pages. This sequel to The Montauk Project (see above) continues the pursuit of the mystery of
time travel, the Philadelphia Experiment, and the Montauk Military base near New York.

Journey of Souls Case Studies of Life Between Lives, Michael Newton, Sep 1, 2002, Body, Mind &
Spirit, 278 pages. Learn the latest details and most recent groundbreaking discoveries that reveal,
for the first time, the mystery of life in the spirit world after death on EarthвЂ”proof that.

Transylvanian Connection , Radu Cinamar, May 27, 2009, Body, Mind & Spirit, 284 pages. Written
by Peter Moon and Radu Cinamar, a highly placed Romanian intelligence operative, this book
heralds the most remarkable archaeological find in the annals of Mankind.
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The Montauk Book of the Living , Peter Moon, Oct 10, 2008, Body, Mind & Spirit, 379 pages. An
anthology of synchronicity by Peter Moon based upon his experiences of quantum phenomena
surrounding Montauk Point. Occult secrets are discovered which lead to new.

T5T The Five Tibetan Exercise Rites: A New Exercise Program for Modern Living, Carolinda Witt,
2005, Exercise, 165 pages. Do you find you don't have time for regular yoga or Pilates classes?
Are you sick of paying money for classes you don't attend? Do you have trouble making time for
exercise.

Mystery of Egypt The First Tunnel, Radu Cinamar, Mar 1, 2012, Body, Mind & Spirit, 224 pages.
Radu Cinamar stunned the world when he released his first book, "Transylvanian Sunrise", which
described the greatest archaeological find of all time: a hidden chamber some 50.

Encounter in the Pleiades An Inside Look at Ufo's, Preston B. Nichols, Peter Moon, 1996, Body,
Mind & Spirit, 247 pages. For millennia the seven stars known as the Pleiades have twinkled in
the night sky, inspired countless legends and dared Mankind to discover their secrets. Encounter
in the.

Pyramids of Montauk Explorations in Consciousness, Preston B. Nichols, Peter Moon, Jan 1, 1995,
Fiction, 256 pages. During WWII there was an attempt to achieve invisibility called the
Philadelphia Experiment. Afterward occurred the now famous time travel experiments named
after the.



Eeg in Clinical Practice , John R. Hughes, 1994, Medical, 242 pages. * Provides complete technical
information on performing and interpreting an EEG * Offers concise, understandable explanations
of how to deal with the normal and abnormal EEGImmunity to Change How to Overcome it and
Unlock Potential in Yourself and Your Organization, Robert Kegan, Lisa Laskow Lahey, Jan 1, 2009,
Business & Economics, 340 pages. A recent study showed that when doctors tell heart patients
they will die if they don't change their habits, only one in seven will be able to follow through
successfully The Secret Parchment: Five Tibetan Initiation Techniques Sky Books, 2013 The Secret
Lives Of Society Wives Bk1&2/The Rags-To-Riches Wife/The Soon-To-Be-Disinherited Wife , Metsy
Hingle, Jennifer Greene, Apr 1, 2011, Fiction, 384 pages. The Rags-To-Riches Wife by Metsy Hingle
He hadn't known the name of the woman he danced with at the masquerade ball - not even after
their one night of passion. Millionaire Building on the concepts of professional competence that he
introduced in his classic The Reflective Practitioner, Schon offers an approach for educating
professional in all. Renowned novelist and creative non-fiction writer, Robert Drewe, teams up with
internationally acclaimed poet, John Kinsella, to explore a common geography in poetry and prose.



The journal of Joseph Robinson Pease, 1822-1865 , Joseph Robinson Pease, Stephen Harrison,
Arthur G. Credland, East Yorkshire Local History Society, 2000, Biography & Autobiography, 270
pagesAby Warburg An Intellectual Biography, Ernst Hans Gombrich, Fritz Saxl, 1986, Art, 376
pages. This book introduces the reader to the ideas and the personality of a scholar who exerted a
major influence on the course of art-historical studies through his publications How to Change the
World Tales of Marx and Marxism 1840 - 2011, Eric J. Hobsbawm, Jan 1, 2011, Communism, 470
pages. In the 144 years since Karl Marx's Das Kapital was published, the doctrine that bears his
name has been embraced by millions in the name of equality, and just as dramatically The Secret
Parchment: Five Tibetan Initiation Techniques 1937859134, 9781937859138 This ebook is a
selective guide designed to help scholars and students of criminology find reliable sources of
information by directing them to the best available scholarly. Orthodontics at a Glance is part of
the highly popular at a Glance series. It provides a concise and accessible introduction and revision
aid. Following the familiar, easy-to.
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The Life of Jesus , Laurie Watson Manhardt, Jan 1, 2005, Religion, 124 pages. Full of Bible stories,
coloring pages, and fun and easy crafts, this activity book for little ones ages 3?-7 is designed to
accompany the adult study The Gospel of John. 100Language in Sociocultural Change , Joshua A.
Fishman, Jan 1, 1972, Social Science, 375 pages. Non Aboriginal material
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The Amazing Tashi Activity Book , Anna Fienberg, Barbara Fienberg, Kim Gamble, 2009, Juvenile
Fiction, 32 pages. In The Amazing Tashi Activity book you'll find lots to do plus a fold-out with
Tashi's very own Board Game. Are you good at puzzles? Try Tashi's Treasure Chest of Words or
hisFrontiers of scientific visualization , Clifford A. Pickover, Apr 1, 1994, Computers, 284 pages.
Exploring the art and science of making the unseen workings of nature Visible... Fluid flows,
fractals, plant growth, genetic sequencing, the configuration of distant galaxies The Villa , Nora
Roberts, Mar 19, 2001, Fiction, 496 pages. Sophia Giambelli has never worried about competition.
For three generations, the Giambelli wines have been renowned for their quality-- from Napa
Valley to Italy, and English Phonetics and Phonology bridges the gap between pronunciation
handbooks and technical phonetics and phonology textbooks.



Development Foundation Book , John Jackman, Wendy Wren, 1999, Language Arts & Disciplines,
112 pages. The Teacher Resource Books are the ideal companion to the pupils' resources and
provide your key to the successful implementation of Nelson EnglishеѓЌгЃЌж–№
гЂЊгЃЄгЃњеѓЌгЃЏгЃ®гЃ‹гЂЌгЂЊгЃ„гЃ‹гЃ«еѓЌгЃЏгЃ®гЃ‹гЂЌ, зЁІз››е’Ње¤«, 2009, Work, 189
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Advanced Study Guide Chemistry , CS Toh, Aug 20, 2013, Science, 424 pages. This is an ebook
version of the "Advanced Study Guide - Chemistry - Ed 1.0" published by Step-by-Step
International Pte Ltd. For more information, please visit http://www.postHistory of English Thought
in the Eighteenth Century , Leslie Stephen, Dec 1, 2011, Philosophy, 488 pages. From 1876, this
influential work in the history of ideas focuses on the eighteenth-century deist controversy and its
effects A Time for Dancing , Davida Wills Hurwin, Dec 15, 1997, Juvenile Fiction, 272 pages.
Seventeen-year-old best friends Samantha and Juliana narrate their individual stories in alternating
chapters as they describe their feelings and the events of their lives What mischief can two little
pirates wreak on their parents' weekend lie-in? The dawn slips in on a dragonfly's wing, in through
a porthole to wake up the King, and in through. Every company is feeling the pressure to be more
responsive to the needs of their customers, to repsond to the increased competition in the global
marketplace, and to adjust to.



Hunting fringeland deer , David Richey, Jan 1, 1986, Sports & Recreation, 204 pagesThe nature of
conservation a race against time, Philip R. Ward, 1986, Nature, 69 pages download The Secret
Parchment: Five Tibetan Initiation Techniques 2013 1937859134, 9781937859138 Beat the turtle
drum , Constance C. Greene, Donna Diamond, Oct 1, 1976, Juvenile Fiction, 119 pages. A young
girl learns to cope with her feelings about her sister's accidental death Rhymes invite the reader to
find hidden objects in photographs of Christmas themes.
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A GUIDE TO RISC MICROPROCESSORS , Florence Slater, Jun 3, 1992, Medical, 322 pages. A
GUIDE TO RISC MICROPROCESSORSJudas in Kilkenny , Theresa Lennon Blunt, 2002, Biography &
Autobiography, 284 pages. Myths, legends, ghosts from the past and spirits awakened were the
playthings of a child's imagination in Kilkenny Ireland. In the 1940's children huddled to learn
about long ago Effects of Information Technology on Financial Services Systems Hearing Before
the Committee on Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs, House of Representatives, Ninety-eighth
Congress, Second Session, September 12, 1984, United States. Congress. House. Committee on
Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs, 1984, Financial institutions, 91 pages Having gained
significant experience of print-on-demand self-publishing by publishing his own books using
Lulu.com and CreateSpace, and by offering publishing assistance. The third part of Shakespeare's
impressive 'Henriad,' this play follows "Richard II" and "Henry IV, Part 1," and precedes "Henry V."
In this portion of the tetralogy of history.
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Public housing and private property, 1970-1984 , Stephanie Cooper, 1985, Social Science, 178
pagesAuchinleck The Lonely Soldier, Philip Warner, 1981, Biography & Autobiography, 288 pages
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Ten Years of German Unification One State, Two Peoples, Charlotte Kahn, 2000, Social Science,
227 pages. Joined under one political umbrella for a decade, members of three generations of
formerly West and East Germans from all walks of life present the events of the
unificationвЂЏШ§Щ„Щ€Ш¶Ш№ Ш§Щ„Щ…Ш¤ШіШіЩЉ Щ„Щ„Ш·Ш§Щ‚Ш© ЩЃЩЉ
Ш§Щ„ШЈЩ‚Ш·Ш§Ш± Ш§Щ„Ш№Ш±ШЁЩЉШ© /вЂЏ , KhДЃlid ShДЃwД«, AбёҐmad SaК»dД«,
1983, Business & Economics, 108 pages Menstruation, Health, and Illness , Diana L. Taylor, Nancy
Fugate Woods, 1991, Literary Criticism, 250 pages. PMS
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The girl with the golden locks, and other stories , Zoe Plunket (hon.), 1880Political System in
Pakistan: Role of military dictatorship in Pakistan politics , Verinder Grover, Ranjana Arora, 1995,
Pakistan, 585 pages The Secret Parchment: Five Tibetan Initiation Techniques Radu Cinamar
Introductory Psychology , Robert B. Burns, C. B. Dobson, 1984, Psychology, 724 pages Which
battle was fought 'For England, Harry and St George'? Who demanded to be painted 'warts and
all'? What - and when - was the Battle of the Bulge? In A Short History of.
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Children Of Eve , Deirdre Purcell, Feb 4, 2010, Fiction, 512 pages. Eve Moraghan broke one of the
great taboos when she abandoned her children as toddlers. Now adults, Arabella, Willow and
Rowan have heard nothing of their mother since the dayThe Art of Poetry Poems, Parodies,
Interviews, Essays, and Other Work, Kenneth Koch, 1996, Literary Criticism, 214 pages. This book
includes essays on teaching poetry writing, on collaborating with painters, and on critical
considerations of the work of James Schuyler, Joseph Ceravolo, Frank O Japanese Prison Labor
Practices: Joint Hearing Before the., Volume 4 Joint Hearing Before the Subcommittees on
International Security, International Organizations, and Human Rights and Asia and the Pacific of
the Committee on Foreign Affairs, House of Representatives, One Hundred Third Congress, Second
Session, June 10, 1994, United States. Congress. House. Committee on Foreign Affairs.
Subcommittee on International Security, International Organizations, and Human Rights, 1995,
Social Science, 125 pages 1937859134, 9781937859138 Eva, a young native of Romania, comes to
Canada in hopes to find a better job and future. When she realizes that her dream was just a
fraud, with no desire and no money to. Mutual funds offer investors a diverse portfolio in a single
investment, which is critical in an uncertain economy. Although ideal for buyers who donвЂ™t
want to tackle the stock. Provides lessons on using each component of OpenOffice.org, including
Writer, Calc, Impress, and Draw.
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Turtle Moon , Alice Hoffman, Sep 1, 1997, Fiction, 288 pages. Determined to begin life anew in
Verity, Florida, with her son, Keith, transplanted New Yorker Lucy Rosen finds everything she ever
hoped for and everything she ever feared inCrop Evolution, Adaptation and Yield , L. T. Evans, May
2, 1996, Science, 500 pages. A major 1993 review of the domestication, adaptation and
improvement of crop plants Archive buildings in the United Kingdom, 1977-1992 , Christopher
Kitching, Great Britain. Royal Commission on Historical Manuscripts, 1993, Architecture, 144 pages.
Archive Buildings in the United Kingdom, 1977-1992 In this breakthrough book, herbalist and
educator Khalsa explains pHUs pivotal role in maintaining optimum health, shows how to evaluate
one's own pH levels, and then offers a.
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Global Muslims in the Age of Steam and Print , James L. Gelvin, Nile Green, Dec 30, 2013, History,
306 pages. The second half of the nineteenth century marks a watershed in human history.
Railroads linked remote hinterlands with cities; overland and undersea cables connected
distantWatch Repairing as a Hobby An Essential Guide for Non-Professionals, D. W. Fletcher, Aug
15, 2012, Antiques & Collectibles, 64 pages. A guide to amateur watch repair explains how a watch
works; what tools to use in watch repair; and how to disassemble, clean, and reassemble a watch
download The Secret Parchment: Five Tibetan Initiation Techniques 2013 Sky Books, 2013 San
Felipe Guns , Gillian F. Taylor, 2000, Outlaws, 156 pages HereвЂ™s the way Eva sees it: if John is
so concerned about her butting into strangers' lives, he shouldnвЂ™t leave her sitting at a table in
Bob Evans with nothing to occupy her. After finding out she is half-faerie, Gemma, an amateur
boxer, is called upon to protect her fae heritage.



Artists of Israel, 1920-1980 The Jewish Museum/New York, February 19-May 17, 1981, Susan
Tumarkin Goodman, 1981, Art, 151 pagesThe Return of the King , John Ronald Reuel Tolkien,
2005, Baggins, Frodo (Fictitious character), 12 pages. This is the third part of Tolkien's epic
adventure 'The Lord of the Rings'. The Companions of the Ring have become involved in separate
adventures as the quest continues The Secret Parchment: Five Tibetan Initiation Techniques 224
pages Beowulf , James L. Brown, 1974, Literary Criticism, 120 pages Fear, anger, loneliness, and
money stress are modern day "plagues" that sap our energy and steal our joy. Coming Home
provides the antidote! It guides us into our true self. The Second Milagro is a suspense tale of
kidnapping, corporate espionage, and forgotten love that takes the reader from the red dirt roads
of Alabama to the silver mines of.
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Treatment of juveniles in the criminal justice system hearing before the Subcommittee on Crime
and Criminal Justice of the Committee on the Judiciary, House of Representatives, One Hundred
Third Congress, second session, July 14, 1994, United States. Congress. House. Committee on the
Judiciary. Subcommittee on Crime and Criminal Justice, 1995, Law, 168 pagesThe Hands of the
Living God An Account of a Psycho-analytic Treatment, Marion Milner, Sep 13, 2010, Psychology,
552 pages. At once autobiographical and psychoanalytic, The Hands of the Living God, first
published in 1969, provides a detailed case study of Susan who, during a 20-year long treatment
Radu Cinamar 2013 Shine , Justine Edward, Jun 1, 2013, Fiction, 28 pages. Illustrated by seven
year old Karl Gabriel, who has been diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder, this simple-to-read
picture book helps children understand that they can Exquisite recipes that push the boundaries of
vegan cuisine. A ballet dancer recalls how she and her mother would welcome each season with a
dance outdoors.
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Our Attribute Walk , Luana K. Mitten, Mary M. Wagner, Aug 1, 2003, Juvenile Nonfiction, 16 pages.
Introduces young readers to the concept of attributes and how they help us describe our
worldTackling musculoskeletal problems a guide for clinic and workplace, identifying obstacles
using the psychosocial flags framework, N.A.S. Kendall, Flags Think-Tank, A.K. Burton, Jul 31,
2009, Business & Economics, 32 pages. Most people experience musculoskeletal problems some
time during their lifetime. Some people fail to recover and return to work, not so much because of
what has happened but Shaving Lessons A Memoir of Father and Son, Kurt Chandler, Apr 1, 2000,
Biography & Autobiography, 201 pages. The award-winning author of Passages of Pride shares an
intimate memoir of his son Ben's freshman year of high school, documenting a time of transition
for both father and son Here is a sample chapter from Six Sigma Black Belt Handbook, which offers
the best and the latest information to assist you in solving some of the most complex problems.
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American Science Fiction and the Cold War Literature and Film, David Seed, 1999, History, 216
pages. A lively and provocative account of the arts in Britain, Building Jerusalem suggests that
even after fifty years of state planning of Britain's "leisure industries" the countryBoxes, Tins and
Balls , Elsie Nelley, Nelson Australia Staff, Nov 2, 2002, , . Three children take turns to take a box
(cube), a tin (cylinder) and a ball (sphere) from a bag using only the sense of touch
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In the Picture , Lucy Micklethwait, 2009, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32 pages. Presents ten paintings,
including works by artists from Hieronymus Bosch and Jan Breughel the Elder to such modern
painters as Marc Chagall and Georges Seurat, surrounded byScientology, a New Slant on Life , L.
Ron Hubbard, 1976, Scientology, 158 pages
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What the Locusts Had Eaten , Jennifer EvansBrass Ankle Blues A Novel, Rachel M. Harper, Feb 7,
2006, Fiction, 304 pages. "When I was seven I told my father that I wanted to grow up to be
invisible." So begins this stunning debut novel. As a young woman of mixed race, Nellie Kincaid is
about to Royally Arranged , Selena Millman, Jan 1, 2007 Radu Cinamar 1937859134,
9781937859138 In an America devastated by war and plague, the only way to survive is to keep
moving. In the aftermath of a war, AmericaвЂ™s landscape has been ravaged and two-thirds of
the.
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The Verbally Abusive Relationship , Patricia Evans, 1996, Psychology, 221 pages. Discusses the
potential damage of verbal abuse, how to identify a problem relationship, and how to change or
leave such relationshipsLinear Ic Applications , A.P.Godse U.A.Bakshi, Jan 1, 2009, , 632 pages.
Integrated Circuits : Differential amplifier-D.C. and A.C. analysis of dual input balanced output
configuration, Properties of other differential amplifier configuration (Dual The Ghost by the Sea ,
Eileen Dunlop, 1996, Families, 150 pages. While visiting her grandmother who lives alone at
Culaloe, ten-year-old Robin becomes involved in a duel with the ghost of her great-great-aunt Sky
Books, 2013
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